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A long time ago in the small Town off Alana there was one outlaw. He was 
nicknamed Shotta the name strikes fear into anyone who heard it. But there was 
one man who was never afraid off Shotta and it was the Sheriff. Shotta wasn’t 
any normal man he was a Bounty Hunter he worked for himself kept himself to 
himself and he was not here for fun, he was here to work. Shotta went town to 
town taking Bounty’s but to his surprise it was the towns Sheriff Shotta knew 
that the Sheriff wasn’t afraid. The sheriff got word that Shotta was in Town so 
the Sheriff was already prepared for Shotta. Two days went past Shotta knew 
the Sheriff was prepared but Shotta wasn’t as prepared so he decided to wait it 
out and get some better equipment he’s got word that there’s an arms dealer at 
the wooden bar. Shotta sets of but as soon as he enters he greeted with 2 bullets 
to the arm Shotta was starting to get the feeling that he’s not wanted but he still 
carry’s on what he was doing. He sits down at the table were the arm dealer is 
Shotta asks “were is the shipment” ”upstairs and to the left” replied Diego 
Shotta walked up the muffled stairs he reaches the shipment. Shotta is greeted 
by the Sheriff Shotta unarmed gun pointing at him he’s confused he’s thinking 
how does he know I was coming not thinking Shotta grabbed the gun and shot 
the Sheriff in the leg Shotta fled leveeing the shipment behind but taking the 
Sheriff’s gun he fled down the muffled stairs into the bar but what he could 
never imagine what happened. Shotta found himself in the middle of an gun 
fight while trying to exit the doors were block by four big men armed with a 
musket each the Sheriff limped down the silent stairs “GET HIM” shouted the 
Sheriff Shotta was trapped he only had two bullets what he done next was so 
risky but it was his only choice so he shot the chandelier landing on three of the 
men he had one bullet and one man left but he knew if he shot the man he 
couldn’t of killed the Sheriff but if he killed the Sheriff he would off died so he 
killed the last man and fled the Sheriff was safe for another night. Shotta waits 
two days planning a surprise attack at nightfall Shotta has gathered enough 
ammunition and guns to go through with the plan.       


